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The nominees for the US 

Woordfees’ WOORDtroFEES 

Awards has recently been 

announced! The awards 

honour actors, directors, 

writers, musicians and visual 

artists for their excellence 

shown at one of the country’s 

biggest art festivals, the US 

Woordfees held annually in 

Stellenbosch in the Western 

Cape. The winners will be 

announced on 18 April 2016 at 

a glamorous Stellenbosch 

wine farm.  

And the nominees are… 

 

Best Actor/ 

Actress 

Andrew Buckland 

‒ Tobacco and 

the harmful 

effects thereof.  

Jennifer Steyn – 

A Doll’s House 

Marlo Minnaar – 

Santa Gamka 

 

Best Supporting 

Actor/ Actress  

Cintaine Schutte 

‒ Moeder Moed 

en haar kinders  

Rob van Vuuren 

– A Doll’s House 

Tinarie van wyk 

Loots – In 

Ongenade 

Best Director 

Christiaan 

Olwagen – A 

Doll’s House 

Jaco Bouwer – 

Buite blaf die 

honde swart/ 

Santa Gamka 

Sylvaine Strike – 

Tobacco and the 

harmful effects 

thereof 

 

 

 

 

Best Production 

A Doll’s House. 

Tobacco and the 

harmful effects 

thereof. 

Santa Gamka. 

 

Best 

Newcommers 

Onthou – Debre 

Rossouw & Phillip 

Schnetler 

Skadu –Daniel 

Wolmarans 

The Banquet –Juju 

Domingo & Lucas 

Heinen. 

 



 

 

   

The much anticipated Nominations 

for the Kanna Awards for 

productions staged during the 2016 

Klein Karoo National Arts Festival 

(KKNK) have been announced. 

Danie Marais, Convener of the 

judging panel, says that they had to 

‘think deeply’ to select the 

nominees for this year’s awards. 

Winners will be announced 24 

April 2016 in Cape Town. Here are 

only some of the nominations…
 

 

 

BEST TTHEATRE 

PRODUCTION 

Nouliks of niks: Kort 

stukke deur Samuel 

Beckett 

Rooivalk 

Sizwe Banzi is Dead 

 

BEST ACTOR 

Atandwa Kani (Sizwe 

Banzi is Dead)  

Mncedisi Shabangu 
(Sizwe Banzi is Dead)  

Wilhelm van der Walt 
(Son.Maan.Sterre)  

 

BEST 

SUPPORTING 

ACTOR 

Dawid Minnaar (Die 

huis van Bernarda Alba)  

Albert Pretorius (Hond 

se gedagte) 

 

 

 

 

Dean-John Smith (Die 

dag is bros) 

 

BEST ACTRESS 

Nicole Holm (Hensop!) 

Anthea Thompson (My 

briljante egskeiding)  

Tinarie Van Wyk Loots 
(Hemelruim) 

 

BEST 

SUPPORTING 

ACTRESS 

Lida Botha (Die huis 

van Bernarda Alba) 

Karli Heine (Hensop!)  

Greta Pietersen 
(Son.Maan.Sterre) 

 

BEST DIRECTOR 

Wolf Britz (Hensop!)  

Jaco Bouwer, Wolf 

Britz, Lara Bye, Amy  

 

 

 

 

 

Jephta en Sandra 

Temmingh (Nouliks of 

niks: Kort stukke deur 

Samuel Beckett) 

John Kani (Sizwe Banzi 

is Dead)  

 

BEST DEBUT 

WORK 

Die Afrikaansvatter 

Klara Maas se hart is 

gebreek 

Nouliks of niks: Kort 

stukke deur Samuel 

Beckett 

 

BEST NEW 

ARTIST 

Early-B (Rymklets van 

Oos tot Wes) 

Mthuthuzeli November 
(A Thousand Shepherds)  

David Viviers (Klara 

Maas se hart is gebreek)   
 

 

 

 

 



Fleur du cap 

Theatre   
Awards           The prestigious Fleur du Cap Award 

Winners have been announced, and it’s  

nothing short of amazing! 

Already in its 51st year, the 

glamorous award ceremony 

was held on 20 March 2016 

at the Baxter Theatre. And 

the winners of Cape Town’s 

best productions are… 
Gerben Kamper & Antionette Kellerman in ‘Samsa-masjien’ 

 

BEST PERFORMANCE 

BY A LEAD ACTOR IN 

A PLAY 

 

Gerben Kamper for 

Samsa-masjien as 

Gregor Samsa 

BEST PERFORMANCE 

BY A LEAD ACTRESS 

IN A PLAY 

 

Sandra Prinsloo for Die 

Seemeeu as Irina 

Nikolajewna Arkadina 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEST PERFORMANCE 

BY AN ACTOR IN A 

MUSICAL OR MUSIC 

THEATRE SHOW 

Aubrey Poo for Orpheus in 

Africa as Orpheus McAdoo 

BEST PERFORMANCE 

BY AN ACTRESS IN A 

MUSICAL OR MUSIC 

THEATRE SHOW 

Lynelle Kenned for West 

Side Story as Maria 

BEST DIRECTOR 

 

Jaco Bouwer for Samsa-

masjien 

BEST NEW SOUTH 

AFRICAN SCRIPT 

Samsa-masjien by Willem 

Anker 

 

 

 

ROSALIE VAN DER 

GUCHT PRIZE FOR 

NEW DIRECTORS 

 

Mdu Kweyama 

BEST SET DESIGN 

 

Jaco Bouwer for Samsa-

masjien 

BEST SUPPORTING 

ACTRESS IN A PLAY 

 

Cintaine Schutte for Die 

Seemeeu as Masja. 

BEST SUPPORTING 

ACTOR IN A PLAY 

 

Sven Ruygrok for Epstein: 

The man who made the 

Beatles as This Boy. 

AWARD FOR MOST 

PROMISING STUDENT 

Kiroshan Naidoo from UCT 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

'My biggest show is the SUIDOOSTERFEES- I am the director of it, and it must be a success.' This is 

the bold response from the CEO of the Suidoosterfees in Cape Town; Niël Rademan. We sat down 

with him to chat about his prospects for this lovely festival taking place annually in Cape Town.

ademan is a highly acclaimed cabaret 

and classical music singer. He's is the founder 

and director of acclaimed groups such as The 

South African Sopranos and 5MAESTROS! He has sung 

all over Europe the past few years in concerts where he 

was applauded with standing ovations. This dynamic 

theatre practitioner has obtained a master’s degree in 

Drama (focusing on the human voice), from the 

University of Stellenbosch. He was awarded the Mark 

Graham trophy for directing, nominated for best 

FIESTA TV presenter in 2013, won 

a KKNK KANNA award for best Children's production, 

won a FIESTA award for his group "The South African 

Sopranos" and was also nominated for a GHOEMA and 

a TEMPO for his piano album. He is known for his work 

as a concert / theatre singer and directing big music 

events.  

In May 2014 he was appointed as the CEO of 

the Suidoosterfees in Cape Town and this year's 

fest promises to be a festival for lovers of theatre and 

music. 'We are the most inclusive festival in the 

Western Cape.' Rademan expresses and shares with 

SATMag that their biggest aim for the 2016 Festival is 

to get bums on seats: 'Marketing and reading the 

zeitgeist is very import! By this I don't mean that 

theatre must all be popular and light; that keep your 

ears on the ground and you head up high.'  

Rademan is sure to reach this goal as the programme is 

packed with some of SA's finest talents including the 

likes of Tara Norcutt, who will be 

directing La Boheme in District 6 - staring 

Amanda Osorio and Lynelle Kennyd. He sees 

young theatre makers as being more innovative and 

able to create something out of nothing - with nothing! 

As a young boy he saw Oklahoma, the musical, in the 

old Nico Malan (now Artscape) and the rest is history 

as his life instantly turned into a musical and he has 

ever since lived fully as an constant contributor to the 

rise of South African Theatre. With a rich career in 

Theatre he advises that 'If you "wonder" if 

this business is really for you, don’t do it! It will choose 

you! You don’t choose it.' He considers Theatre as a 

mirror; 'Does not matter how old the mirror is - the 

reflection is always the whole truth.' And the truth 

about South African Theatre shall always be the matter 

of funding for the Arts. Artists can no longer 

completely rely on the government and sponsorships 

But MUST learn to raise funds themselves, or to dish 

up a product attractive enough for potential funders. 

To Rademan one such artist is Mari Borstlap. 

Describing her creativity as clever: “her set and lighting 

designs are exquisite, her knowledge of literature and 

music - brilliant. Her hunger to research and 

her irritating focus on detail inspires me! With her 

husband and partner in theatre; writer and 

musician, Wilken Calitz - she's quite unstoppable!” 

Borsrlap's creativity can be experienced at the 13th 

annual Suidoosterfees taking place from 27 April to 2 

May with the theme being ‘District 6’! Productions will 

be presented at the Artscape Theatre, Fugard- and the 

District Six Museum Homecoming Centre. Some 

exciting works include; Emo Adams Is Duidelik, Shaleen 

Surtie Richards in die Woema van ‘n Windgat wyfie, 

and even a brand new drama 

titled Kristalvlakte including Ilse Klink, Brendon 

Daniels, Dean Balie and Royston Stoffels, directed by 

Mari Borstlap. There will again be a little something for 

everyone from drama and comedy to cabaret and 

dance with lots of free entertainment! 
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“If you wonder if this 

business is for you, 

don’t do it! It will 

choose you!” 
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Schalk Bezuidenhout went into comedy, in April 2011 and his appeal has ever since had a lasting 

effect on SA audiences. On stage he is fun and energetic and appeals to people of all kinds and 

cultures. Schalk has come a long way in the short amount of time that he has been doing comedy. 

SATMag brings you a delightful Q&A with this sensational comedian.

SATMag: For those who are not familiar with 

your work, give us a rundown of some of your 

career highlights thus far. 

SB: I would say opening for Trevor Noah for 5 and a 

half weeks has definitely been one. Other than that I 

have won 2 Comics Choice Awards and the Kanna 

for Best Up and Coming Artist. Even though you still 

have to work hard even if you have won an award, it 

is nice to have the respect and acknowledgement of 

your peers and of the industry you are in. I have 

such lekker industries. 

SATMag: How would you define your type of 

work and why would you say that people should 

go and watch it? 

SB: I would define it as a balance between "saying 

something" and fart jokes. I try to not bombard the 

audience with jokes that have socio political layers 

to it. I find it exhausting and boring for both myself 

and the audience. That's why I balance it with jokes 

that have zero deeper meaning. My fart jokes aren't 

very deep. They're just fart jokes. 

SATMag: What is your earliest memory of 

theatre? 

SB: I guess the drama lessons I did back in 

Kempton Park in the garage of my drama teacher's 

house... I would cycle there in the morning for a 

7am drama class. Actually, now that I think back to 

it, I can't believe my mom let me do that. IN THE 

MIDDLE OF WINTER. 

SATMag: Why Stand-up comedy and not 

something else? 

SB: If by something else you mean accounting, then 

stand-up comedy because I'm terrible with numbers. 

I actually started stand-up because theatre didn't 

want me. UCT to be specific. I didn't get into 

Theatre & Performance the first time I auditioned, 

and seeing as BA consists of watching series and  

drinking beer I had to find some sort of creative 

outlet - so stand-up happened. I got into UCT the 

second time so it all worked out. I really don't blame 

them for not letting me in the first time. I wouldn't 

either! In one of my monologues I played a drunk 

guy talking to his penis. I mean, really. 

SATMag: What is your highest goal for your 

career? 

SB: I'd like to just make as many people laugh as 

possible. That's all. I'm not gonna say the money 

doesn't matter. I need to eat. And some fancy 

holidays now and then could be nice. Maybe a tiger. 

I digress. I want to entertain as many people as I 

can possibly entertain. Stand-up, acting, anything. I 

can't tell how wacky this sounds on a scale of 1 to 

interpretive dance, but I hope I am getting my 

message across. 

SATMag: What is the biggest challenge you face 

as a Stand-up comedian and theatre practitioner 

in SA? 

SB: I have actually been thinking about this very 

recently. It is sometimes hard to find a balance 

between giving the audience what they want, and at 

the same time maintaining your artistic integrity. 

How can you be edgy, but not make people dislike 

you? How can you give people what they want, but 

not be a sellout? These are the challenges I face... 

other comedians might face challenges such as 

struggling to write new material often enough etc. 

SATMag: What advice do you have for young 

theatre makers/ stand-up comedians in SA? 

SB: Geez, I'm still trying to figure it out myself. I 

guess if I had to give any advice it would be to just 

do. It's a problem we often encountered at drama 

school. You can sit for hours and talk about the 

thing, but eventually you need to get up and do it. 

It's the only way you'll figure out what works and 

what doesn't.  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Thenx Ladies have created quite a buzz with their unique comment on the 

tensions and struggles of everyday life by means of satirical comedy.  Kitty 

Moepang, Tumy Motsoatsoe, MoMo Matsunyane and Zenthu Dlomo all Wits 

University graduates started their innovative sketch comedy group in 2008 and 

had their debut performance at The Plat4orm in a show called "Youth in Society"… 

he ladies have since opened for stand-up 

comedian Mpho Popps at his very first one man 

show at The Lyric Theatre and they have 

also performed alongside many other comedians 

including Mashabela Galane, 

Pule Skhothane and Smowkey Nyembe. They have also 

been invited to host the 2015 Savanna Comics Choice 

Awards and their theatre production “The Triple 

M Mammmas" enjoyed a successful run to full 

houses at POPArt Theatre in Maboneng and they 

performed at last year's TEDx TedTalks in Johannesburg 

at The Soweto Theatre. 

'Theatre is the reason we have been able to connect with 

so many people. It is where the material we have 

prepared affects the audience as they experience it for 

the first time. It's instantaneous and live and therefore 

more effective in its effects on the audience.' The girls 

reveal to SATMag, and continues to explain that theatre 

allows for a stronger connection between the artist and 

the audience member. It's a sacred relationship that 

needs to continuously be valued and grown. Moreover: 

'One cannot exist without the other' and that's why the 

ladies remain connected to their loyal audiences by 

having a strong online presence with their Facebook 

page with a following of more than 14,000 people where 

the ladies connect and harness a relationship with 

potential new audiences by posting videos of satirical 

songs through which they speak about any current issues 

they feel need to addressed.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

As scholars of the arts, the Thenx Ladies have come to 

understand how different forms and styles of theatre 

affect people differently. 'We chose satire because the 

very point of satire is to poke fun at something that isn't 

necessarily funny but we do that deliberately in order to 

highlight something or make the audience see it 

differently.'  Looking at South Africa's political climate and 

the world being what it is now, the group feels that 

depressing people with their realities will just distance 

them even further.  But by the use of satire and parody a 

whole new world is opened where; 'we can say what we 

want, how we want but still making sure that our 'voice' 

as young black female artists is still heard because 

essentially we speak about socio-political and economic 

issues we feel affect us.'  

 

South African theatre has also shown us that satire and 

parody have been used in the past to address and deal 

with the atrocities of Apartheid. Plays like "Woza Albert!", 

"Master Harold and the Boys" and almost every play by 

Pieter Dirk-Uys have addressed race, politics, poverty 

and gender through their use of comedy and these works 

and many other S.A. plays contributed to the liberation of 

the South African people. Highlighting pertinent issues  

 

T 



 

and using the value of comedy not only to entertain but 

also to evoke conscious awareness and allowing to 

view the system differently and this is the exact approach 

of these four young dynamic female artist. Laughter 

allows opportunity for thinking, questioning and reflecting 

and this remedy applies to the Thenx Ladies because 

with this notion they will always create theatre. 'Comedy 

plays a very important role in our society because without 

it we would all murder each other!' It allows for people to 

have a moment of introspection while they laugh.  

 

Other than bringing the nation to think through laughter 

the ladies wish for the South African theatre industry to 

become an open space where audiences don’t fear an 

idea of the elites. 'A space that is both modern and 

traditional in what it has to offer, where a variety of works 

are displayed, old and new meeting one another.' And 

these vibrant theatre makers intend to be part of this 

movement as they continue to reach more 

audiences, encourage more dialogue about critical issues 

affecting society at large and by collaborating with 

key theatre makers and organizations to eventually allow 

their empire to flow over into TV and film to reach 

audiences at an international level as they are 

currently developing a Thenx TV show, which is bound to 

be a great treat! 

 

 

 

Artists face great hardships and in particular the trend of 

film and TV castings in SA, in the form of the question 

"How many Twitter followers do you have?" Many artists 

are being overlooked because they don’t have Twitter 

followers to "back" their talent. It is true that people on 

screen get more validation then artists on stage and to 

make matters even worse; talent and skill is not enough 

to secure some roles both on screen and stage. Despite 

all of this, here is yet another example of the new 

generation of theatre makers that does not wait for 

opportunity to knock on their door; 'We create our own 

material, write our own scripts, creatively conceptualise, 

design, produce and direct ourselves.' It is with this 

conviction that young SA Theatre makers are moving 

forward and being more than just artists for hire but 

artists for change and Thenx stand boldly as one of these 

creatives. 

As activists, attending theatre is one biggest advices the 

Ladies encourage to any aspiring theatre maker. There is 

so much to be learned from watching others: “Theatre 

allows for conversation to happen between performers 

and audience even right after the show making the 

connection stronger because people can feel like they 

literally took a piece of you and your work home with 

them because they were physically there to take it in.” In 

addition, artists can extend their networks by being in 

these theatre spaces where one gets the chance to 

interact with fellow theatre makers young and old. 

The vision and mission for Thenx is to continue being 

critical and holding up a mirror to society; 'We strive to 

always engage in current issues using comedy, satire 

and our colourful talents to say to our people, “look, this 

is happening.” And for them to ask themselves “where do 

I stand and what am I going to do about it?”. Thus 

the ladies are currently hard at work on a new theatre 

production which is set to perform at this year's National 

Arts Festival in Grahamstown - an evening of laughter not 

to be missed! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 LIBERAT!ON 

Trilogy at 

UJ Con 

Cowan 

Theatre 

 

LIBERAT!ON MMXVI is a multi-faceted and multi-channeled programme of creative 

works for 2016, presented by UJ Arts & Culture. 

 hillip Dikotla’s multi award-winning 

Skierlik kicks off a trilogy of plays in the 

Con Cowan Theatre, under the banner of 

UJ Arts & Culture’s LIBERAT!ON 

MMXVI.   

Dikotla penned and performs the compelling 

play Skierlik, which deals with 17-year-old 

Johan Nel’s shooting spree in the North-

West informal settlement of the same name. 

The devastating massacre had tragic effects 

on those who were left behind and on those 

families who lost their breadwinners. 

Desperate to restore what had been lost, 

Dikotla embarked on writing the play, 

determined that communities and audience 

members should be able to relate to it. The 

story is told through Thomas, husband of the 

murdered Anna and father to toddler 

Elizabeth, who takes on the difficult journey 

of forgiveness and bitterness, anger and 

hopelessness, change and acceptance, when 

he returns to the place he was forced to 

leave. Through physical theatre and humour 

the story is told primarily in English, with 

the inclusion of Tswana. 

Dannelene Noach’s novel, Woman Alone 

has been adapted and directed by Christo 

Davids, and stars Lee-Ann van Rooi in the 

true story of a woman incarcerated in Saudi 

Arabia for 99 days.  

The Con Trilogy of works wraps with 

emerging director Phala Ookeditse Phala 

taking the reins with a UJ Arts & Culture 

professional production of Athol Fugard’s 

iconic Boesman And Lena, starring 

Makhaola Ndebele in the role of Boesman, 

opposite Lalu Mokuku as Lena. 

Skierlik, which opens on 19 April, and 

Woman Alone, which opens 3 May, both run 

for limited seasons of five performances 

only. Boesman And Lena opens on 17 May 

and runs until 28 May. All shows commence 

nightly at 19:30, and tickets are available 

through Computicket. 

P 
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The Cape Town Magic Club is Africa’s first theatre dedicated entirely to magic. 

Brainchild of seasoned performer Marcel Oudejans, this retro inspired style theatre 

continues the successful ‘Monday Night Magic’ events, which have been running in 

London and New York for over 15 years. 

ocated in the Cape Town Club, the intimate 40-seater 

theater will offer audiences a rare opportunity to see top 

local magicians perform their own unique brands of illusion, 

sleight of hand and mentalism in an exclusive venue. 

Audiences can mingle with the performers at the theater bar both 

before and after the show or turn it into a real night out and 

make a dinner reservation at the Cape Town Club’s outstanding 

restaurant. 

The mother city has a wide variety of magicians in CT compared 

to the rest of the continent because of the College of Magic, 

which specializes in educating youngsters in using magic. Because 

of the College of Magic, Cape Town already has a global 

reputation amongst magicians who want to visit this amazing 

institution and they all will eventually be put on stage at the 

Magic Club. 

'My mother showed me a magic trick during the school holidays 

when I was about 9. Instead of telling me how it worked, she told 

me to go read the magic book she borrowed from the library. It 

got me hooked & I’ve been performing ever since.' Oudejans 

relays to SATMag. Performing professionally since the age of 15, 

at restaurants and birthday parties, Oudejans had built up enough 

skill, experience & reputation to be able to do enough corporate 

bookings to make a good living as a full-time performer. He has 

traveled around the country to all major South African cities and 

towns, the SADC capitals, London and has also amused 

international audiences within India, Los Angeles, Ukraine, and 

Nairobi. In 2014 and 2015 he formed part of SA's most prestige 

Arts festivals National Arts Festiva and the inaugural Cape Town 

Fringe festival giving festival goers a complete feast of all things 

magic. He has now come up with this unique initiative to create a 

long awaited home for SA magicians. 

This year he took up the role of Creating this hub for people to 

have a regular magical experience with South Africa's wide range 

of  local talent including the likes of Andrew Eland, Bryan Miles,  

Jacques Le Sueur, Mawonga Gayiya Jesse Brooks and SA Magic 

Legend Robin Boltman and many more! 

Oudejans shares that his hopes for the establishment is to remain 

for many years to come and for the club to be recognized as the 

‘Magic Castle of Africa’. He states; ’I want it to be a strong 

representation of the Art of Magic, so that it constantly draws 

local & tourist audiences because of the high quality of the 

entertainment and venue.' By building this reputation, Marcel 

aspires to showcase professional performers, assist young talent 

to practice their skills and to develope professionally, and even 

bring international talent to SA audiences. 

The Magic Club's launch delivered a wonderful evening of 

amazement, mystery and great laughs and promises to leave 

audiences wanting more of its unique magic. Season 1's public 

performances will occur every Monday night from 4 April to 6 

June 2016. Every season's line up will change introducing fresh 

content so that audience would constantly be surprised!  
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Sonia Esgueira, Actress  
1. If i'm needing to tune out of 
 the world when I'm stuck in  
traffic I play a cd of beautiful  
Sanskrit mantras.  

2. Well I'm certainly not  
going to reveal it on here- it  
was bad enough in front of  
200 people! 
3. I've written 4 plays about  
my life- so take your pick! ;) 

 
 

Zak Hendrikz, Actor 
1. By telling you about it now, i'm admitting to 
it, so here's my dirty little secret.  I have been 
listening to Justin Bieber at the gym.........yes, I too 
now am a Belieber 

2.  It would be when I was  
doing Grease the Musical in 2010. 
 We were still on our international 
tour, and the one night we were  
performing in Hong Kong.  As we 
 got to the finale' of the show, the 
 boys did a reprise of Grease  
Lightning, and in this section  
there was a hell of a lot of high  
kicks.  So as I lifted my leg for  
one of our last kicks, my shoe came loose and 
went spiraling into the air.  The whole audience 
stared at my shoe that was kicked about 7m high 
into the air. watched it hover for a second or two 
until its decent, to then see how it hit one of our 
ensemble girls in the face.  Funny but oh so 
embarrassing. 
3. Berkoff's "Metamorphosis".  I have seen 
different versions of this piece performed and i find 
it fascinating that the style and conceptional 
approach to this work like its title, it is always ever 
changing. I also see quite a lot of myself in this 
piece as i hope to not only have metamorphosis in 
my everyday life but also in my craft as an actor.  I 
would always want my craft to be ever changing.   

 

Phillru van Achterbergh, Actor 
1. If I really have to choose one or two it would 
probably be "Mickey" by Toni  
Basil and also "Call me Maybe" 
 by Carly Rae Jebsen. Because  
let's be honest, both of them  
are songs that stick, and once  
the beat drops you will sing  
along.  
2. Unfortunately, one time in  
the rush of a show my "pants"  
did not participate with my  
movements and gradually made 
 its way down my legs. Upon running back on 
stage, the whole audience (Of which 95% were 
children) Started laughing (Or Crying)…  
3. It can only be "The importance of being  
Ernest". Only because I can absolutely relate to 
Jack Worthing who plays the protagonist, that has 
this amazing imagination! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



 


